MONEY MATTERS
FI N ANCIAL LI T E R ACY R E SOU R C E S

We are living in an unprecedented time filled with worry about our physical health and our financial wellbeing.
During times of great uncertainty, it is important to stay calm and focus on the things we can control. Gaining an
understanding of how to manage money, learning about the economy and the market, and being informed about
options and innovations can help young people feel more secure and adaptable as they look to the future.
We have compiled a list of helpful resources, including some newly released guided activities from our partner,
Launch Generation.

STARTING STRONG (CHILDREN)
Money Metropolis: children explore a multidimensional world, earning and making life decisions
that will affect whether their bank accounts shrink or
grow.
Piggy Bank Adventure: digital Disney theme park
which allows both kids and their parents to learn
about the importance of wise financial planning, smart
investing, and saving in the simple and interesting way.
Moonjar: This book and creative piggy bank introduce
kids to the concepts of saving, spending, and sharing.
US Mint: Online games, videos and activities focused
on having fun learning about money.

Peter Pig’s Money Counter: focused on identifying,
counting and saving money while learning about U.S.
currency.
Secret Millionaires Club: learn about finance, investing
and starting a business through video episodes
feartuong Warren Buffet.
Pig Will be Pigs: This book tells the adventures of a
family of pigs as they search their house for coins. Tip:
turn this into a real-life scavenger hunt for your kids
by hiding coins around the house for them to find and
count along with the pigs!
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BUILDING BLOCKS (TWEENS & TEENS)
Launch Generation Activities: These activities are designed to be engaging and relevant and cover topics that
many adults wish they knew when they were younger including personal finance, business, and leadership.
Next-Gen Personal Finance Arcade: These self-guided games and refection worksheets cover topics such as
budgeting, credit, and career.
Hands on Banking: Online learning center offers resources for anyone who wants to learn more about money
management.
Financial Football: Fast-paced, interactive game that engages teens while teaching them personal finance skills.
The Game of Life: This family board game addresses all the big moments in life, from first paychecks to first
children and touches on investing and insurance.
PBS Your Life Your Money: Resources, calculators, glossary and activities focused sound, simple financial advice
and raising awareness on banking, credit, investments, budgeting, insurance, self-employment, and more.
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THE LAUNCH (YOUNG ADULTS)

TOOLS FOR PARENTS AND MENTORS

Get a Financial Life: Personal Finance in Your 20s and
30s. This book will help young adults avoid common
money related mistakes and has clear information on
the basics of credit, taxes, saving, and investing.

Raising Financially Fit Kids: This parenting and
personal finance book helps parents teach their
children key money skills such as saving, spending,
budgeting, investing, and donating with age
appropriate lessons and activities.

Investopedia: Learn about investing terminology and
topics.
Banking Sense: Covers such topics as credit cards,
insurance, small-business finance, personal finance,
taxes, and more.
Khan Academy: Educational videos on a variety of
topics including money management, economics and
investing.
Mint.com, YNAB.com, and Albert.com. These
websites and accompanying apps help young people
manage their money, learn valuable lessons, and be
exposed to popular financial products and services.

FDIC Lesson Plans: Offers free, downloadable lesson
plans for financial education with learning objectives,
presentation slides, and worksheets are included.
NEFE’s High School Financial Planning Program:
(HSFPP) is a turnkey financial literacy program
specifically focused on basic personal finance skills
that are relevant to the lives of teens.
Silver Spoon Kids: How Successful Parents Raise
Responsible Children. This book discusses a multitude
of issues surrounding how to ensure a financial wellbeing of children.
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